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For Berman Contemporary, it’s important to keep an eye out for artists with emerging practices –

it’s incredible how many talented visual artists, born and living in South Africa, we come across

during our visits to studios, exhibitions and graduation shows. ‘Making it’ in the world of art is a

matter of hard work, but there are also factors like luck, timing and exposure atplay.

We are proud to say that, in 2020, Berman Contemporary has launched The New Vanguard, a

platform for artists with emerging practices, whom we believe could do with a little support. We

create possibilities for these artists to showcase their work in a professional gallery and during

curated group exhibitions and art fairs. We support them in applying for competitions and residency

programmes, and in developing an artist portfolio which will help them to capitalise on their talents.

The eight visual artists currently participating in The New Vanguard are: Amogelang Maepa, Odette

Graskie, Natalie de Morney, Nomfundo Mkhize, DuduBloom More, Grace Mokalapa, Mbali Mthethwa and

Gina van der Ploeg. As always, many of these artists honed their skills at an academy, but a fair

number of The New Vanguard will be self-taught artists. From our perspective, each and every one of

them deserves the exposure. This might be the first time you hear of them, but it won’t be the last.

Of course, there is an element of self-interest for the gallery in creating The New Vanguard; we are

sitting front- row when it comes to the development and uncovering of new artist practices. We are

also hoping that some of these artists will continue developing until they can be fully represented

by Berman Contemporary.

We take a loose approach to defining what an ‘emerging’ practise is. Broadly speaking, these artists

are in the first 10 years of their career, but – above all – we are looking for artists who have a

singular voice, artists who have something to say about the world we live in, or how it is represented

by the medium they work in. It is not easy to stand out in today’s image-saturated reality, so they

must have an original voice to cut through all that visual noise. We are open to new talents who are

interested in developing themselves in the area of Contemporary South African Art and being actively

involved in their own professional development.

The artists are working in a large variety of media such as photography, ceramics, textiles, painting

and found objects. In preparation for their first group exhibition, opening in August, they will have

the opportunity to interact with each other and/or be involved in the curation of the exhibition.

THE NEW VANGUARD

NEW DISCOVERIES |  NEW WORK
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ODETTE GRASKIE

Odette Graskie is an artist living in Johannesburg, South Africa (b.1993). She is  
interested in the imaginative, interaction and line. Graskie’s work is influenced by  
the people around her, the everyday interactions that highlight human connection.  
Graskie graduated with a BA in Fine Arts from the University of Pretoria in 2015.  
She works with storytelling in a variety of mediums, including textile art, ceramics  
and works on paper. She recently had a solo show entitled The Sorrows at AVA  
Gallery in Cape Town. Recently, Graskie has exhibited her work as one of the  
featured artists at the Turbine Art Fair Installations Program. She has had solo  
shows entitled Human Noise at Millennium Gallery in Pretoria as well as Ambedo at  
the Centre or Contemporary Art in Poland, where she had a residency in 2017. Her  
work is to be exhibited in several group shows, including Unbearable at Trent  
Gallery in Pretoria, as well as in #ARTladies at Berman Contemporary.

Instagram @ohdette
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My artistic practice revolves around mystery,  

connection and moments of intimacy. It includes  

media such as drawing and an exploration of  

paper. By making my own, or discovering other  

handmade paper sheets, there is an embrace of  

the materiality of the page. My experiments with  

paper are attempts at maintaining the essence of  

the pages – the different textures along with the  

weightless fragility – while pushing the ways in  

which paper can be developed, entwined with my  

own hand and expression. Paper is a mode of  

connection, a way to tell stories through lifespans.  

In my artworks every face belongs to another, they  

are always connecting. I believe that human  

connection is healing and important when  

overcoming trauma.

My process comprises obsessive, labour-intensive  

drawing, cutting and putting pieces back together  

again. Drawing is a way of seeing, a way to  

connect with the world around me on a deeper  

level. Since a recent visit to Picasso and Paper at  

the Royal Academy in London, I have felt a  

renewed sense of the importance of drawing. By  

really looking at someone, even if I never see them  

again, I embrace the possibility of other existences  

outside of my own and find a way to connect with  

people.

In this, moments of humanity become possible  

even with characters on a page, with the touch of  

materiality and smell of moss, the presence of  

anthropomorphic forms. Healing is not only in  

conversation, it can be in one moment of pause  

and attention. In my work, stories are implied.

Many hidden messages get lost along the way. In  

artist books, those might be literal words hidden in  

cracks and crevices, secret pockets and folded  

pages, forever lost to anyone who does not pay  

attention. Some artworks could contain poetry,  

others might be inspired by a book about plant  

biology, astronomy, secret libraries or space-time  

adventures. Faces are of those that have crossed  

my path, moments of intimate snippets taken,  

from people who might not have noticed me at all.

ARTIST STATEMENT
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ARTIST RESUME

The Sorrows, AVA Gallery, Cape Town  

Human Noise, Millennium Gallery, Pretoria

Ambedo, Baltic Centre for Contemporary Arts, Ustka, Poland

LABYRINTHINE, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg  

London Summer Intensive Final Group Show, Slade School of Art, London  

London Summer Intensive Work In Progress Show, Camden Arts Centre, London  

Interactive Aesthetics, William Humphreys Art Gallery, Kimberley

#ARTladies, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg  

Bag Factory Winter Salon Sale, Bag Factory, Johannesburg

Conversations in Texture, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg  

Pareidolia, Trent Gallery, Pretoria

Rise from the Dead, curated by the Dead Bunny Society, Victoria Yards, Johannesburg  

Artybollocks!, The Project Space, Johannesburg

Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, Woordfees,Stellenbosch  

Aftermath, First Rand Limited, Johannesburg

Age of Innocence, curated by Nadja Daenhke, KKNK, Oudtshoorn  

Relatively Small, Corner House, Johannesburg

3Y3K, Twilsharp Studios, Johannesburg

Young Collectors III, Fried Contemporary,Pretoria  

Fresh Produce, Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg

When The Clock Strikes Midnight, Twilsharp Studios, Johannesburg  

Peer Mentorship exhibition, Assemblage, Johannesburg

Turbine Art Fair, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

Residency at the Gatehouse Gallery, Guernsey, UK

London Summer Intensive Residency, Slade School of Art, London, UK  

ABSA L’Atelier Top 100, ABSA Gallery, Johannesburg

Featured installation artist at Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg  

Residency at Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art, Slupsk, Poland

Nedbank Collection

Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art Permanent Collection  

Department of Arts and Culture Collection

BA Fine Arts Cum Laude, University of Pretoria, Pretoria  

Matriculated from Helpmekaar Kollege, Johannesburg

Solo Exhibitions

2019

2018

2017

Group Exhibitions

2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2018

2018

2018

2018

2017

2017

2017

2016

Art Fairs

2020

Residencies

2020

2019

2018

2018

2017

Collections

2020

2017

2016

Education

2015

2011
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Odette Graskie

Thread of Threads I, 2020
Ink on Handmade Paper (Made by the artist) with Thread  

27 x 26cm

Framed Size 70 x 60cm

ZAR 18,000.00 Including VAT and Framing 
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Odette Graskie

Thread of Threads II, 2020

Ink on Handmade Paper and Cotton Rag Paper  
with Thread

50 x 40cm

Framed Size 70 x 60cm

SOLD
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Odette Graskie

Thread of Threads III, 2020

Ink on Cotton Rag Paper and Indian Sunn Hemp  
with Thread

60 x 40cm

Framed Size 70 x 60cm

SOLD
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Odette Graskie

Living Past Each Other I, 2019
Ink on Cotton Rag and Fabriano with Thread  

69 x 66cm

Framed Size 93 x 93 x 11cm 

ZAR 26,000.00 Including VAT and Framing 
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Book on right  

Odette Graskie  

Storm I, 2020

Ink on Paper Cut-out Concertina Book  

21 x 15cm (when book is closed)

ZAR 17,000.00 Including VAT and Display 

Book on left  

Odette Graskie  

Looking for Moss II

Artist Book with Ink on Saunders Waterford Watercolor  
Paper and Cotton Rag Paper

41 x 30cm

ZAR 21,500.00 Including VAT and Display 
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Odette Graskie  Looking 

for Moss I

Artist Book with Handmade Paper, Fabriano, Cotton Rag,  
Awagami and Indian Sunn Hemp Paper with Thread

41 x 30cm

ZAR 29,800.00 Including VAT and Display Box with Glass
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding  

of the cultural richness and diversity of South African  

contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant  

group of artists living and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to  

artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes  

celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give voice to  

their complex societal realities, evoking an active and  

interpretative experience for the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work  

created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to  

establish a synergistic network between South African artists  

and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently  

want to engage with the current South African art scene – not  

only as observers, but as active analysts, experimenters and  

contributors within this context and with this specific audience  

in mind.




